
introduction

The following description merges astrophysical data at the moment of new Moon with

archetypal patterns garnered from astrological correlations which are then harmonized with

the premise that Creator's infinite perfection is first, has been first and always will be first.

All is perfection.

The balance and harmony during moment of new Moon has the potential to manifest Joy in

our lives as we allow ourselves to be our own authority. During new Moon how we reflect on

who we are and our I Am merge. This creates opportunities to initiate new beginnings.

Through the clarity of my mind I connect and communicate with others, knowing WE ARE

ONE and their presence like my own is the presence of Creator. The teacher within me

awakens and boldly holds the intention to be in the loop of Creator's awareness. The strength

to remember who I am manifests through my ability to own my emotional reactions. Since I

am impeccable at being my own authority, I am, as my God Spirit self, the architect of my

experience. As we listen, speak, and share our experience with each other we are quick to

find the spiritual reason behind our immediate responsibilities as these selfless duties and our

attention to them is the purification of humanities truth about who we are. I am committed to

remembering who I am as a God Spirit being in human form.

To access the opportunities of new Moon energy you must be clear about being your own

authority. When it comes to your own healing and awakening know that you must do it your

self. Move into a state of self responsibility. There are things you have to do yourself, no one

else can take your hand and fix certain things. These things are set-ups designed to show you

your power to balance and harmonize your living dynamics by accepting them as your

creations. The part of you who is absolutely clear that you create your own reality, who

knows that life is a mirror, is the part of you who can ride this rainbow of energy with willful
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expression, holding frequency intention enthusiastically and joyously through to

manifestation. Your sense of magnified self acceptance will serve you well during new

Moon period.

Self concept, either our own or that of another, has many layers, a history of experience is

implied in who we think we are now. We may be aware of the tip of the ice burg yet much of

the self concepts our own emotional reactions imply lie buried and hidden beneath a

rationalizing ego. There is much drama in our own inner hormonal truth, this drama is the

meeting place of the ego’s agenda and the innate organic truth of the bio human.

As always the Moon marks a moment of new beginnings. New Moon in the mental air

sign Gemini makes for opportunities for new beginnings in how we keep the frequency of

our self admiration by paying attention to how flexible we can be in our communication

while maintaining a sovereign self knowing. If there are things occurring in our relating

experiences which are causing some feelings to rise affecting our mental centeredness we

can look to larger underlining transits which they merge with and ride upon. Venus in Leo

joins Saturn which has been in Leo since May 2005 and will remain in Leo until early fall.

For those of us who are clear about being employed by Spirit then this Saturn transit through

Leo will likely correlate with such a self image restructuring. When we add to the mix the

Neptune in Aquarius opposition to Saturn we can see that opposition becomes a divine

complement where our intention to merge with and be valuable to Spirit affects our external

reality, our life lifestyle. If there is a residue of denial in relationship issues the Mercury

square Juno will flesh those out for us.

Paying attention to how we feel about what is said we create a pathway to our emotional

intelligence which lies beneath the chin. Mercury in Cancer will square Juno in Libra. The

quality of relationship harmony splashes up into the mind indicating the emotional edge of

where expected harmony begins and ends. Like cliffs which define an ocean’s edge, the

terrain of how an individual conceives of their relating self is to be dynamically known when

the tides rise and the surf meets the rocks. We can feel each others self concept by paying

attention to the emotional intelligence which lies beneath the chin.

The restructuring of self admiration no matter what it is related to is occurring. Particular

behavior linked to buried relationship issues, or buried authority issues, will bring things to

the surface, fears and their associated reasoning can be experienced such that an evolving

truth can be integrated. Once the issues surface they become emotionally known, they are

available to be owned. Obviously the choice to own or not to own the experience as the

reflection of one’s current self knowing is up to the individual. Isn’t freewill interesting?

Once the issue becomes known we can see how the restructuring of our self image in order to

become complete challenges us to identify how relationship harmony requires an external

validation. Do we need to be validated by a boss or friend or spouse in order to love and
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admire ourselves? Anything less than impeccable self admiration will lead to blurriness, as

in we are opposite Neptune here. Knowing we are holographic beings having a temporal

experience re-calibrates the whole entire drama.

As the ocean’s tide ebbs and splashes on the cliffs of our own self admiration and the

layered sediments/sentiments of our own rocky edge is washed clean so do we see ourselves.

It is the emotional intelligence of the will, the heart that is our authentic sovereign self.

Seeking appreciation by demonstrating with others that we prioritize harmony can be

seen as a set-up fleshing out layers of beliefs, beliefs which imply who we think we are. We

facilitate harmony not by seeking appreciation for that harmony, we facilitate harmony by

holding an intention to focus on what we have in common as opposed to what we do not.

Commitments to evolving our sovereignty as a first or major priority for our current local

human experience triggers dramas which when owned with impeccability takes us into the

depths of our buried self concepts, and here our reiteration of our self concept frees our

essence, we become ecstatic. We are thus able to hold and carry more light, and become the

epitome of allowing compassion and peace, inspiring authenticity in ourselves and others.

This is the accolade of ownership. How audacious you are when you take responsibility for

whatever situation you find yourself within.

Venus as the ruler of Libra will be in Leo and will color Juno’s current expectation of

sharing appreciation. A relationship partner may not be comfortable with the type or style of

self admiration their partner is implying for them because this implication of projected self

admiring does not allow enough space for their own personal version of authenticity to

completely blossom in their shared relating experience.

How we act with others, how we imply harmony, how we perceive harmony, these hows

act as if something has been accepted as a truth. Our beliefs, our notions about how

relationship functions harmoniously are shown to us by our actions during a relating

moment. Since we have been experiencing Juno in Libra going back to October of 2006 this

particular Moon cycle will potentially bring forward the ramifications of inappropriately

conceived harmony acted upon since then. This can show up in any type of relating

experience. If an emotional back wash occupies mental attention due to lack of authentic

harmony in a relating experience we may be directed by our feelings back to the fall of 2006

or early 2007 to recovery our sovereignty.

During all these years of our current human sojourn all our answers may have amounted

to a hill of beans. This is where the Moon has done a wonderful service, it allowed us to

construct a hill of beans. Eventually we want to get hungry and dig in, feast and consume

what lies beneath the rationalizations. Maintaining a hill of beans can be emotionally

draining, keeping track of all that memorized data. If we allow our selves to experience our

rationalization by feeling out their source, by journeying into the depths of our being we just

may discover a banquet of essence, a celebration awaiting our courage to own our

magnificence. Meanwhile Uranus the denial exterminator is upping the anti. The divine plan
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is alive and well, our codes are being charged and fired left right and center. We are scheduled

to arrive, we are scheduled to dine to celebrate, we are scheduled to awaken.

As we approach finer orders of light comprehension by identifying the holographic

presence of divine congruency we begin to identify the fairy tales and stories which filled the

gap between an expanded knowing and the hang over of historic paradigms. Stories and tales

were necessary to hold us over, to protect our innocence. A stork story or a cabbage patch

story was created to appease an inquisitive young mind who was pondering where their baby

brother or baby sister came from. Stories filled the space. In a de-evolved state we could not

make the connection, we could not make sense of vaster truth. Just like this young child was

told where babies come from we can begin to see what loving stories we were told and are

told. We can embrace many false notions as being in fact lovingly constructed, and yet are

they currently appropriate for us? Our innocence has a virgin type quality. Our innocence can

be see as a pool of creative energy, the stuff which can mold and form worlds. Isn’t it

reassuring to know this innocence was so lovingly protected, valued? The virgin type quality

of this innocence suggest it is to be shared as a sensual experience embracing our evolved

self, embracing our creative expanded authentic self. In these times sources of religious

doctrine are being revealed like never before, what do you suppose that is all about? Long

held beliefs are being challenged, in many cases destroyed, and at a rapid rate being

discarded. Saturn remains in Leo once again and during this Moon cycle is going to come

into opposition with a retrograde Neptune in Aquarius. Delusions can be felt. Our feeling

capacity is very valuable. Can we achieve clarity by being prudent with our feelings? The

reconstruction of our personal self image and the degree to which we can evolve ourselves as

the local human will determine the quantity and quality of space we can make for our

essence, our innocence. It is this essence which facilities and allows us to experience and

participate within the sensual reality of Gaia through ourselves as the local human.

Back in 1993 Neptune and Uranus came into conjunction three times in Capricorn. Ever

since then rationalized paradigms have been challenged to remain sound, our world has

become the hot bed for buzzing freedom inspired systems busters. Neptune and Uranus came

into conjunction in Capricorn, we can playfully say they were having an executive business

meeting. What were they intending? As we are on the eve right now of Pluto’s ingress into

Capricorn we will soon get to experience the changing of solid world infrastructure. We

return to nurturing our own human roots, our blood our DNA. These things will take on an

emotional importance to us. Since Uranus knows us as multi dimensional creatures and

ignores our ignorance, ignores any distractions we might have as to our natural affiliation to

Creator’s freedom which we are all endowed with, we can call Uranus a denial exterminator.

During the moment of this current new Moon the Sun and Moon will conjunct in Gemini, the

ruling planet for Gemini is Mercury. Mercury will be in Cancer and will be in trine with the

north node in Pisces. Uranus is currently in Pisces. Committed to get beyond the distractions

of the liner logical mind, to take the wrapper off the idea and get into the essence of our

experience we use our emotional intelligence, it’s all about experience. The asteroid Pallas

Athena will be in conjunction with Uranus in Pisces as well during the new Moon moment.
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Our understanding of ourselves as emotional creatures will serve us well. Navigation of

multi dimensional gateways can be intended into being, especially in the dream state. From a

Pisces perspective we can say that life is a dream. We do not necessarily know we are

dreaming until we become lucid, we say “oh my I was really out there, I was really distracted

with an unresolved issue which was getting my emotional attention”. We can experience

many notions and concepts of reality as logical mind distractions tieing up our feeling self,

tieing up our spiritual self. As we except our emotional self as a valid self giving us the scoop

we begin to trust our feelings and accessing what is. We are accessing what is from an

evolved level of self knowing. This Moon cycle will give us a complete Mercury retrograde

phase. This Moon cycle may give us a back wash of emotions, these emotions can be seen as

essence which is insisting on being unwrapped, freed. We can choose to look beyond the

logic and intend on being awake within the expanded moment.

As we evolve in self awareness many aspects of our lifestyle also evolve, its all apart of a

grand multi-dimensional program. Our approaches and planning to anticipated experiences

is affected, our comprehension of events is expanded, we pay attention to new and different

frequencies of sensual data, we are aware of connections with Spirit, connections with

animals and Gaia creatures. Our expanded sense of being encompasses and embraces larger

vistas of what could be called typical experience, we are shown a larger picture of what we

affect and what affects us. How is all of this allowed to occur? We are getting the knack of

accepting our feelings as if our feelings are a form of intelligence, emotionally we are rich,

priceless in a sense. Our rational process is merely the gift wrap of an essence interaction, the

real gift is revealed to our spiritual self our emotional self. Emotional experience is no longer

explained away as in question and answer scenarios, our emotional experience validates

events and dramas from a holographic perspective which is a natural order of our existence.

There is no answer because there is no question, our experience is honored for what it allows

us to feel. As we establish degrees of holographic awareness as natural function we can look

around and see how our attention is distracted by wrappers by thoughts notions and pat

answers. Each of those digitized and stored answers requires a piece of our essence,

eventually we get our fingers in a lot of pies, and yet do we have all the answers?

Extrapolating our experience into rational concept by exercising liner logic has had a strong

showing in our culture, education and even in our religions. Holographically we can read

between the lines, we are able to move beyond a shoebox mentality of linear logic, we are

able to fit ourselves into the holographic presence of the expanded moment. Pisces fills our

world with emotional interconnection, everything knows about everything else, we can feel

it. We flow with it, engage it, we are in it and it is in us, all is connected, nothing is separate.

With the new Moon in Gemini we want to look at the planetary ruler Mercury.

Interestingly Mercury will do a complete retrograde dynamic this Moon cycle. During the

moment of new Moon Mercury will be direct, it goes retrograde on June 15th and back to

direct motion on July 9th. Retrograde Mercury will give us a back wash of thoughts ideas and

communications, much of which can likely be connected to the last Moon cycle which began

on May 16th. Emotional undones from the past will wash around in our mind seeking clarity
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and settlement. Since Mercury will retrograde in Cancer our mind may be seeking a clearer

understanding of our feelings. If something was not feeling correct and was left as it was it

may well return for a new emotional go round, especially after the Solstice June 21st when

the Sun makes the ingress into Cancer.

When we speak about our experiences or write them, communicate them, our mind begins

to headline our intimacy. When another hears about our experience they associate the

dialogue or communication with their own feeling or emotional experience. Our thoughts or

words are like a bridge. Since our experiences are intimate and personal a rationalized

communicated version opens us up to interpretation where much can be lost in translation.

We live another person’s experience by placing ourselves in their drama as they set out

explaining and describing their experience. In a sense we relive or create our own experience

when we hear about another’s. We may unknowingly make assumptions about their

experience as we implant our experience into their words. Our words are also replaced with

our listener’s experience when we dialogue and share our experience with them. As people

we may be feeling emotional creatures yet our reliance on our logical rational mind to

comprehend experience renders us as mirrors where we simple reflect back to ourselves our

own self experience, or imagined experience. Mental ideas, ideals, notions, memorized

beliefs, act as a resource. At times we function like a librarian retrieving memories which are

associations with what we are hearing or reading. Our words and phrases can be seen as

labeled containers or wrappers which act as and represent an associated experience.
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Self awareness which is harmonically congruent with our expanded authentic self

manifests as integrity and will be acknowledged by Spirit. Authentic anticipation of such

experiences signals and brings into order structures which have solid foundation and are

fundamentally supported by other realms, by Sprit. We function as a team, team remember.

Of course we will be expected to admit any dark cloud of pride and arrogance which blocks

our road to a better more preferable future. The wimp factor which stifles and truncates male

energy can be removed from our character during this dramatic time of self image

reconstruction. Bold action and courageous acts will actually be the by product of

experiencing an expanding self awareness as opposed to a self pushing self into terror land.

Prudence focus and practicality are boosted with love and creativity, this is where self

admiration can restate itself. New opportunities will tease and motivate creative inventive

inspirations. We shine when our commitments are clearly defined, our light reaches through

the cracks of ego conception meeting their counterparts, light meeting light and rejoicing just

like at a family reunion. The truth of our commitment to evolve during our current human

sojourn aligns us with a grand plan where many team up and cooperate with excitement and

clearly defined purpose.

Tuning our sensuality to compassion and service through devotion yields much reward.

Allowing our devotion to align to the truth of self mirroring brings great light into the body,

love awakens the cells calling them to respond to our impeccable self leadership. When
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doing so causes another to be pulled into our reality to acerbate an unresolved issue,

potentially interfering with our current intentions, we want to insure the issue gets serviced

and integrated. By doing so our clarity will continue to rise. We want to be on the lookout for

short circuits as repressed passions may block the gate to our personal euphoric experience.

Sensuality stolen by self indulgence lacks the frequency of higher knowing which

Sagittarius, the divine compliment to Gemini, radiates into our experience. For example we

will be discerning as we consider plans which involve sharing our sensuality, sharing our

values, or sharing our resources. Being prudent we can identify which self definition we are

exploring and supporting.

Through our intention we are able to penetrate the membrane of thought and get an expanded

holographic perspective as to what ideals are really about. Much fleshing out of what higher

authorities are and the idea structures which have rationalized their way into our beliefs can

be revealed. The collision between our thoughts and our pretense for harmony can also be

evident as the mind is flooded with the emotional ramifications of holding onto belief

structures which were supposed to keep our relationship in check. With the new Moon in

Gemini and Mercury it’s ruler doing a complete retrograde foray in Cancer we may be in for a

thought rampage triggered by unresolved emotional sensitivities.

28 day description

Day 1 June 14 2007 Thursday

Each of the 28 days for the current Moon cycle is given a theme relating to the new Moon
moment. Each theme is elaborated on creating a general description for the entire Moon
cycle. The 28 new Moon themes is followed by 28 example intentions which are also
congruent with the 28 day themes.

.

It is up to us to decide what

type of commitment we want to set out for ourselves. Drawing the lines around ourselves

such that we are understanding the opportunities of admitting our denial can launch us into a

grand merging with our celestial higher self while remaining lovingly entrained to our

organic sensual connection with Gaia.

In order to put the icing on the cake of our restructured self image we have to be realistic to a

degree which we may not have seen coming. In our interactions with others we are in contact

with a diversity of opinions, these opinions can be measured or felt as degrees of validation

implied in a person’s actions. When people individually or collectively oppose or challenge

our stance it is up to us to qualify our position within ourselves and decide if it is indeed

correct for us to remain steadfast. Our ability to remain consistent in the face of external

diverse beliefs of others can serve us well, especially if we are making powerful personal

changes. If we remain consistent in our vision and intention and we are emotionally honest

It is up to us to decide what type of commitment we want to set out for ourselves

Day 2 June 20 2007 Wednesday
When people individually or collectively oppose or challenge our stance it is up to us to

qualify our position within ourselves and decide if it is indeed correct for us to remain

steadfast.
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with ourselves something maybe coming our way which we did not necessarily see. To be

steady within our vision and emotionally honest, opposition can prove opportunity. In this

time of new beginning the formulas for our future begin as inspiration where this inspiration

etherically etches a pathway for us, eventually the solid world cooperates, assuming we are

able to remain consistent. In our consistency our actions may be outrageous or even stubborn

to another yet if we are realistic about mass shared beliefs which we do not resonate with of

course this projection would be directed at us, from a sense it is neither here nor there if we

have been impeccable at owning our own denial.

Paying attention to our behavior can bring us to the observation that our rationalizations are

being influenced by our feelings, affecting not only our thoughts but our communications as

well. We enjoy doing nice things for others and when we can see there is sort of a buzz or high

from being considerate and kind to another we can be sure that another who does something

nice for us is getting a nice hit as well. When someone does a right thing for us it makes our

life more pleasant, especially if they, in their cleverness, really hit the spot. What could be

more perfect than such a win win situation. We can promote win win situations by

acknowledging them immediately, by expressing a truth such as thanks, you just made my

life a little easier. Acknowledging the good deed another does for us magnifies a relationship

expanding the potential for more win win scenarios. As humans we are sensitive emotional

creatures, this can be seen and experienced as a wonderful thing. When we understand who

we are as emotional creatures, when we honor our emotions for their ability to inform us as to

what is occurring holographically we come out of any stone person persona and get on with

awakening. Our ability to access finer orders which make up and influence our solid world

experience brings us together, we discover new ways of knowing and understanding

ourselves. Kindness and acknowledgment become powerful management agendas which

lead to magnified win win situations.

If our emotions are capturing our mental attention then we want to be pro active as opposed to

reactive. As we reconsider our value to the public as in making career or professional

adjustments we bring up and come more face to face with issues and contentions. As we

experience more points of contention as we build and hold to our career objective we may

discover some rather dispersed energy which exists in the external world. When we

experience opposition in the form of dispersed or confused energy in the external world we

are immediately prompted to look for a parallel within our own implied belief system. We

may be expected to take an action under such an opposition which we would never have

taken before, an action which epitomizes our own evolution. Our actions although new and

pro active will have a particular quality which is indicative of the inspirational ease which

Day 3 June 16 2007 Saturday
As humans we are sensitive emotional creatures, this can be seen and experienced as a

wonderful thing.

Day 4 June 17 2007 Sunday
Keeping the frequency of our intention and remaining nonchalant we confidently trust

that an opening in the solid world will appear earmarked for our inspiration.
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seeded the current action initially. Keeping the frequency of our intention and remaining

nonchalant we confidently trust that an opening in the solid world will appear earmarked for

our inspiration. On a global level humanity has been shook up quite a bit in terms of religious

beliefs where the version of both gods and leaders has been revisited revamped and in some

cases discarded. Especially so in the last twelve or thirteen years. If we can acknowledge the

amount of mental confusion which exist out their right now perhaps we can increase our own

ability to be pro active, consistent, and decisive.

There are many who can accept and embrace us as we imply and respond to our own evolving

and changing self knowing. There can be those who resist our evolution, they may for

example want us to remain in our old character, in many cases this is just not going to happen.

Since we want to be pro active instead of reactive we need to be keen and quick at catching

ourselves when another attempts or suggest something about who we are, something which

we have clearly decided to no longer service. As we shine that Gemini Sun on our thoughts

and ideas we get to see our own congruency as to how the ideals we hold onto fit into our self

image. If we feel, as an example here, insulted, ignored, treated less than, then we are quick to

own this reaction as an authentic summing up of what is still being held onto. Allowing our

mind to be flooded with these emotions while remaining objective and divinely indifferent

we get to see how rationalized ideas substitute for deeper truths, truths available to us

through our ability to stretch emotionally. Once we begin reacting in perhaps a defensive

way we are venting our energy. To instead be pro active we can spend some quite time with

ourselves and get clear about our boundaries. Boundary clarity can include ownership of the

old pattern but does not have to include excessive reaction to it. When we get clear about this

in our personal quite time we hold our frequency very well during interactions which require

our focus and prudence.

As apart of our evolving clarity we become more aware of what is going on around us. With

this evolving awareness comes the personal responsibility of accepting what part we play in

this energy nuance, what affect our attitude has. Each time we discover how we have been

locked into frequency control by accepting a belief system which defines the nature of our

world we can expand our vision and knowing as to the affect this belief has been having on

our health and life style. We wear out old shoes just like we out grow beliefs. Our

rationalizations can be seen as not only limiting but also as the cause of much emotional

trauma and anxiety, accepting our expanded sense on the other hand busts the frequency

control and the rationalizations. For example can we, from a rationalizing ego perspective,

become all things to all people? If we allow our expanded sense of being to guide us and

Day 5 June 28 2007 Monday
As we shine that Gemini Sun on our thoughts and ideas we get to see our own

congruency as to how the ideals we hold onto fit into our self image.

Day 6 June 19 2007 Tuesday
If we allow our expanded sense of being to guide us and influence us, if we trust in our

expanded self we can allow a wider read of any situation which we are blessed to

experience.
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influence us, if we trust in our expanded self we can allow a wider read of any situation which

we are blessed to experience. Also when we are working together as in a team our intentions

and actions can be steered to a win win situation or interpretation more naturally just by

keeping our finger on the pulse of emotional harmony. When it come to cooperation and

harmony we are in the business of positive reinforcement.

Nature’s natural order of hygiene manifests and functions within an all encompassing

organic symbiosis. Our own human health as bio creatures is designed and intended by Gaia

to be included in this natural order of hygiene. When we give our garden what it needs, what

it benefits from, we assist it’s flourishing and it’s abundant experience as well as our own.

People working with people also benefit when resources are provided to each other in a

cooperative manner. The symbiosis of a team flourishes when cooperation is allowed and

resources shared. We can be entrained to this group harmony by feeling the oneness of

intention, by tuning into the nuance of target objective with our feelings and holding that

space. Once we are able to hold that space, to feel the group objective we can begin to see

how resources would be best shared. In larger expanded orders of people working together

we can tune into the hygiene and health of the harmony of the team. As we expand our reach

and perception of reality we feel and know expanded group harmony, we also feel the

distractions which defuse focus away from harmony. Effective leadership will keep

distraction to a minimum and hold the frequency intention of the group. As we explore our

life style and health as both a society and as an individual we can see how notions and beliefs

past and current distract us from keeping a common cohesive objective. In order to maintain

a symbiotic harmony on many levels we can be expected to reiterate beliefs about social

harmony and cooperation.

As the quality of our logic moves from a linear mode to a holographic mode we span a vaster

panorama of experience. Our ability to increase our awareness epitomizes an order of

thought which tunes and tracks mutual resonances connecting and paralleling realities

through frequency congruency. Symbols when engaged holographically act as star mail

collecting receiving and transmitting star messages. When we wish upon a star things begin

to happen on many layers or dimensions. The natural process of feeling and intellectualizing

becomes congruent and joy filled, our enthusiasm is rich, we are compassionately informed.

Our temporal primordial self is reconnected to it’s most basic source each year between

vernal equinox and summer solstice. Our solar plexus area is experienced as our

communication center and correlates with the quality of clarity in our mind as temporal data

in made sense of. Our ability to be emotionally different allows our feelings to move freely

keeping us informed. This emotional allowing allows us to step through the mirror of our

projection and receive the nurturing energy of the Sun as we birth sovereignty during

Day 7 June 20 2007 Wednesday
People working with people benefit when resources are provided to each other in a

cooperative manner.

Day 8 June 21 2007 Thursday
When we wish upon a star things begin to happen on many layers or dimensions.
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summer solstice. Evolving from linear to holographic logic correlates with an expanded

cranial space, inner clicking and whirling accompanies an expanded ability to read and

discern external dramas. As Pallas Athena conjuncts Uranus in Pisces our ability to

acknowledge and accept the presence of Creator in all things takes us through the mirror of

reflected self and into the realm of emotional intelligence where we experience our

creativity as an intellectually indifferent inspirational flowering.

As our feelings flood into our mental attention we are able to access a finer order of

understanding of our own ideas which we have presented to others and stood for. We may

find ourselves reviewing our own logic. To embrace the emotional essence of each accepted

logical notion as it returns to our emotional attention we may notice something very

interesting, we are able to translate our thought into a form of music or dance. This occurs

when we allow ourselves to muse at the feelings which ride along with the thought. The idea

or thought can be seen as the covering or wrapper for the body or essence which lives within

the thought. As we participate within the music of our notions and thoughts we bring up some

interesting emotions. We may laugh at ourselves or cry, all the feeling dramas have an

integral parallel to what is occurring cellularly. It is a wonderful thing to feel deeply and

allow our healing to occur on these cellular levels. As we move this energy we are quite

literally feeding our own birth, we are supporting the birth and growth of our own unique

self.

Personal evolution means breaking and busting old patterns, old patterns which imply who

we believe ourselves to be. Although we may get some notion of our self knowing the major

part, the larger has remained unknown to us, we are not aware that we do not know ourselves.

In the process of personal evolution, or awakening, we bust and break patterns of behavior

we have apparently become locked into for a long time. Standing at the threshold of a new, as

yet undefined self, we are, to a certain extent, pattern less. As we introduce ourselves to the

world, often taking a personal step forward in our self awareness, we begin to set-up a fresh

new definition. In some cases we may dust off an old dream and have the old self knowing

become new again, we feel reborn. Today we may feel confused or fuzzy about who we think

we are, who we consider ourselves to be. If such is the case it is a good idea to remember we

are holographic beings having a temporal experience, we are Spirit having a human

experience. Including Spirit in our reforming restructuring self image will assist us, we will

avoid being unclear and fuzzy about our image. Today is a good day to acknowledge that we

are employed by Spirit if this feels appropriate for you.

Day 9 June 22 2007 Friday
The idea or thought can be seen as the covering or wrapper for the body or essence

which lives within the thought.

Day 10 June 23 2007 Saturday
Today is a good day to acknowledge that we are employed by Spirit.
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Day 11 June 24 2007 Sunday
We are fleshing our behaviors which imply harmony, yet the harmony implied may not

be up to date, in such a case we can be taken by surprise as to what is expected of us or

what we expect from another in a relating situation.

Day 12 June 25 2007 Monday
To experience a new outcome from an old pattern we can expect to experience a new

thought, a new emotion and a new sensual feeling as these three aspects of self are tied

together through frequency symbiosis.

As we acquire the skill of being pro active as opposed to being reactive we also acquire the

skill of pre vision where we see the potential reactionary dramas coming. Our reactions are

like energy bursts which seem to take over, take priority over our character, take over our

better discernment. We can use our feeling center to head it off at the pass. As we move

toward a galvanized sense of self admiration which includes an attitude of ownership we

create sacred space with our intention. Ideas which are exciting have a place to formulate and

catch us emotionally, we are inspired and fired up. So what is the reaction which precludes

and wipes out any pro active intention? We are fleshing our behaviors which imply

harmony, yet the harmony implied may not be up to date, in such a case we can be taken by

surprise as to what is expected of us or what we expect from another in a relating situation. As

we call for and create sacred space with our new Moon intention we are likely to consider our

evolving self image and the value to Spirit and Gaia this self image implies. Our emotional

self becomes enriched as inspirational tides rise, we are able to get into finer orders of clarity,

to pierce the unknown. Our territory expands as our emotional stretch takes us into new

places, places congruent with our intention. When we follow our sensitive emotional

essence bravely and fearlessly we come face to face with self concepts we may have been

unaware of.

How much control can we have over the events in our lives? Being somewhat unaware of our

own self imposed identity we become locked into certain modes of behavior. These modes of

behavior can be seen as patterns of behavior which have a particular idea tag or

rationalization, such a rationalization will imply a belief about reality. As personality

patterns tagged with a rationalized idea we can also observe their correlating emotional

experience and the correlating inner physical drama as well as the correlating external

physical drama or body language. Just like an old vinyl record with a scratch on it we can skip

back and repeat the same behavior over and over never moving forward missing an intended

experience. New experience, new patterns of behavior can spring from old patterns. To

experience a new outcome from an old pattern we can expect to experience a new thought, a

new emotion and a new sensual feeling as these three aspects of self are tied together through

frequency symbiosis. Freedom from old patterns means experiencing new versions, evolved

versions of old patterns. Knowing this we can see it is not wise to judge or beat ourselves up

for having an unresolved pattern in the first place. In stead we value our current patterns as

places to begin our own personal evolution. Evolving an old pattern to a new experience is a

euphoric experience, it releases emotions, feelings and objective thought, we expand our

own mind and charge up our brain. We can identify our limitation as ripe for evolution by
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knowing the feeling of frustration we make frustration work for us by valuing the experience

it brings us to feel.

In the phrase blood is thicker than water we are reminded of an innate commitment to family.

Our commitments to family can be experienced or validated by our own actions, actions

which in the moment reveal a commitment which reaches deeply into our being. In the

instance where a concerned parent will take actions for their children which they would not

even do for themselves testifies to this innate deep felt impulse which charges into our life at

a particular moment obliterating all previous sense of priority. Concerns over the price of

domestic convenience or who last gassed up the family car become tiny and trivial when

traumas of a life threatening nature bring our attention to a family member. As we consider

this powerful conduit of energy and motivation which charges up through us we can take a

moment to have a healthy respect to who we are as organic beings. We are all children of

Gaia, she stands as the organic mother of us all, she gives us what we need to survive, she

allows Spirit to have residence as human in her home. To identify our emotional reactions

over matters of who controls the money such that these patterns can be wiped out by a larger

environmental issue we can be swiftly awakened to a call to planetary oneness. We do not

need shock treatment to get our attention so that we will acknowledge Gaia on a daily basis,

do we? No one will ever love humanity the way the Earth does. There is great depth in Gaia’s

commitment to the harmony and enduring longevity which is extended to all her resident

creatures.

Emotional revisits to fairness can follow dynamics where another or others control the

resources. Things which we put up with in the past are just not going to fly anymore, best we

rewrite our own contract with ourselves as to what we are able to accept as fair or just. In the

larger cycle of restructuring how we see ourselves we go through processes of checking out

certain roles we can play and the character we have which can fit and play the role. Our value

to the general public is epitomized by our career or profession and it is this life direction

which is being sorted out on a larger community level as well as a personal level. Stepping up

to the plate in our imagination is a good start and yet when we wear the self in the solid world

we get a different scope and vantage point for us to experience and get real about our

intended role. Control over values which pertain to the solid world, values such as property,

money or access to inventory, can bring up emotional dynamics which cause and motivate

certain questionable actions in some people. If we are indeed structuring and etching out a

Day 13 June 26 2007 Tuesday
To identify our emotional reactions over matters of who controls the money such that

these patterns can be wiped out by a larger environmental issue we can be swiftly

awakened to a call to planetary oneness. We do not need shock treatment to get our

attention so that we will acknowledge Gaia on a daily basis, do we?

Day 14 June 27 2007 Wednesday
Control over values which pertain to the solid world, values such as property, money or

access to inventory, can bring up emotional dynamics which cause and motivate certain

questionable actions in some people.
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new self image to support our career potential it is best we are prudent in these early

beginning stages taking into account the larger evolved meaning of who we are as spiritual

holographic beings existing in a temporal time space world.

We can have a good laugh at ourselves when we make a wish, it comes to pass and the

experience has aspects to it we just did not see coming. Even though we create our own

reality, events have a way of being different from the way we anticipated them, there is

always a little something in there for us. Our ideas and anticipations which chart out

experiences and reflect where we place our authority can bring things to pass which are

unexpected. The whole world can seem different from the stance of a newly reformed self,

it’s good to have a sense of humor. Our thoughts ideas and intentions during the new Moon

itself will flow well with our consideration of remapping and recharting our career path, yet

the outcome of what will soon transpire can be confusing if we expect everything to be

completely predicable. When life is completely predicable there is no fun, so get ready for

some laughs and fun if you are boldly etching out for yourself a new career path or

restructuring a current one.

Identifying our own lack of decisiveness can indicate how we depend on external approval to

qualify our intentions. Once we are aware and accepting of the belief that we create our own

reality we can see Creator’s justice at work as a process of self mirroring. What goes around

come around. When attempting to please others is made a priority we potentially open

ourselves to the judgement of others who can react to our actions in a displeased way.

Holding the frequency of our intention means reducing wishy washy behavior, we become

more decisive. This decisiveness is valuable to others because even though some may prefer

a different intention from us at least they know clearly where we stand. When we decide to do

one or two things really well we can avoid being distracted by endless minor issues which

distract from our major objectives. If we are having emotional reactions because we feel we

do not have enough time or energy to do all those tasks we can consider looking back to our

major intentions and see where our feelings and concerns about what others will think has

diffused our focus. To review our thoughts we follow an emotional thread, as it turns out this

is emotionally connected to a grand tapestry, our thoughts on a larger social level can be

understood as parallel and interweaving networks. As we explore the emotional realities of

these thought tapestries we are able to grasp holographically a grander vista of a much larger

social experience. From this vantage point we are able to justify our individual decisiveness.

Day 15 June 28 2007 Thursday
Even though we create our own reality, events have a way of being different from the

way we anticipated them, there is always a little something in there for us.

Day 16 June 29 2007 Friday
When attempting to please others is made a priority we potentially open ourselves to

the judgement of others who react to our actions in a displeased way.
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Day 17 June 30 2007 Saturday
When we panic over deadlines or allow ourselves to be intimidated by so called

authority figures we are playing right into a world which has been designed for us by

those who believe they control it.

Day 18 July 1 2007 Sunday
In a sense we are all becoming this new leader, in a sense we are all in teams, we are

humans working together.

There are powers and forces which affect our reality and experience in a way which

supercedes those energies who believe they maintain control over the shared world we know

as our local and global community. The controllers know the ropes to a certain degree and

have been able to amass much for themselves, at least in their terms. Much of the trickled

down paradigms have a signature on them which presupposes an exaggerated concern over

the apparent solid world. When we panic over deadlines or allow ourselves to be intimidated

by so called authority figures we are playing right into a world which has been designed for

us by those who believe they control it. Knowing we are Spirit having a human experience,

knowing we are holographic beings having a temporal time space experience, we increase

our scope and awareness as to what is going on here. Astro alignments correlate and parallel

an unprecedented human awakening. We as Spirit having a human experience create a bridge

between Heaven and Earth, we can feel this, we know that familiar exalted bliss, and this is

what differentiates us from the self image which has been designed and pre packaged for us.

It is our ability to read between the building blocks of the linear logical mind that gives us the

scoop, it is our feelings and our emotional self which can stretch out accessing more of who

we are. When our natural propensity to be free spirited is tethered we feel it, when it is our

awareness and self love which accepts our creative power as the creative source of the tethers

the controls become inconsequential as their existence becomes known thru correlation as

opposed to cause.

In the play of life we feel satisfaction and accomplishment as we keep our intention clear and

distractions to minimum. If everything was easy our feeling of accomplishment would

certainly be different, perhaps unknown. Team work is a wonderful and magical way to feel

satisfaction, shared accomplishment, you just can’t beat that! When we feel anxiety or

pressure because our deadline looms perhaps we are being called to focus on the new

qualities which define our new leadership character. Taking responsibility within a team

effort we want to make sure everyone has a congruent picture of where we are going. A team

which shares a clearly defined congruent picture of what is intended can now focus on what

how resources for a project are considered and shared within the team environment. Team

harmony and team congruency means we are able to conceive of our mutual oneness relative

to our objective. Through mutual oneness within a team we share the feeling nuance, we

know and assist the weak links, we are able to share resources, we make the best resources

available to the unique task which would most benefit. As for those who are resculpting their

self image and taking on the role of team leader a new way of accepting and receiving

relevant data stretches out and embraces each individual they work with. In a sense we are all

becoming this new leader, in a sense we are all in teams, we are humans working together.
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We share as a grand team a compassionate oneness, we are in the business of compassionate

memory recall.

Decisiveness is a valuable asset which yields results for us, especially when we consider our

behavior and it’s deeper meanings. As we consider who we believe we are, we are wise to

observe our actions and certainly our reactions to the daily dramas which greet us. Our

reactions to restrictions indicate an objection to what we are apparently allowed or not

allowed to do. Acquiring a manner for not complaining and instead owning a situation which

triggers us keeps our window of opportunity open. We can create opportunities to be decisive

as we pay attention to how a situation causes us to react. How harmony and fellowship is

implied can describe our character as experienced by another. In ongoing relationship

scenarios our behavior and harmony is somewhat predicable, we know each other to a

certain degree. We create opportunities to be decisive when we trust our feeling reactions. If

for example our freedoms seem to be impinged upon we can choose to be clear as to our

beliefs which are being uncovered for us, our rational process can be decisively looked at and

considered, perhaps adjusted. Being decisive in such a case we are able to ride an objective

witnessing sense of self and discover new orders of compassion and love which we were in

the past unaware of. Our notions of fellowship and harmony may be limiting our ability to

resonate and merge with the presence of Creator’s harmony, a harmony which exists always.

An expanded awareness of our experience takes on a natural sense of emotional intelligence

when we accept our circumstances as the manifestation of our creative presence in action.

Our connection with Gaia is real and sensual, we are organic beings in terms of our sensual

reality. In being made aware of the truth of our expanding self awareness we know when

limitation and restriction is no longer to our liking. We are no longer willing to be owned and

directed by paradigms which limit our ability to engage and connect more deeply with Gaia.

Our sensual self has much excitement in store for us if we are capable of accepting sensuality

without judgement. Our new Moon intentions can be shown to us today in an expanded light,

our mind follows our feelings into deep caverns inside ourselves which we no longer fear.

We bring with us a bright flame which flashes and lights up a stored vault of opportunity. We

are being drawn to our evolving self image, our value to Spirit, to Gaia. Our value to others

increases as we become more proficient at holding frequency. Allowing ourselves to

transform epitomizes a self acceptance which honors our ability to express and embrace our

playful creativity. As we accept our new founded self we are no longer distracted and

consumed by old time beliefs which tether and limit our freedom to fly.

Day 19 July 2 2007 Monday
Our notions of fellowship and harmony may be limiting our ability to resonate and

merge with the presence of Creator’s harmony, a harmony which exists always.

Day 20 July 3 2007 Tuesday
We are being drawn to our evolving self image, our value to Spirit, to Gaia. Our value to

others increases as we become more proficient at holding frequency. Allowing

ourselves to transform epitomizes a self acceptance which honors our ability to express

and embrace our playful creativity.
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Day 21 July 4 2007 Wednesday
If others are speaking up we may be doing them and ourselves a service if we take the

time to listen , doing so can calm them down if such feels necessary.

Day 22 July 5 2007 Thursday
The truth of our commitment and clarity is shown to us through the sacred space which

is opened to us, a space which allows us to move our well meaning intentions into being

in such away that many others are affected.

Day 23 July 6 2007 Friday
When our actions are influenced by our sense of being considerate to others our plans

are naturally tuned and adjusted to be in the flow of an evolving harmony and balance,

the nuance of a grand sense of compassion for our life and experience in a shared world

is supported

Our mind can be busy at work dealing with those emotional undones, this mental activity can

parallel physical actions and motivations as well. Being able to identify the tethers which

apparently limit our freedom to do completely as we choose can indeed motivate us. There

may be some out there who have a lot to say. Being pro active as opposed to being reactive we

can choose to be an active listener. Our ideas, our notions, can combine with fired up actions

such as words spoken impulsively. Developing a pattern where we are accepting and

embracing how we feel as a legitimate informative authority we acquire access to a vast

perspective, we will no longer be in danger of acting from the chin up when our energy rises

with a thought. If others are speaking up we may be doing them and ourselves a service if we

take the time to listen , doing so can calm them down if such feels necessary. Sticking up for

the underdog is done by honoring them and the experience they create for themselves as

opposed to treating them like convenient victims giving the saving rescuer a place to jump in.

We can be a hero by accepting our experience without question and paying attention to how

the created experience has us feeling. As a by-product of respect and honor for the creative

ability demonstrated by ourselves and others we may be heros of inspiration yet it is the

knowing and remembering of Creator’s perfection which resonates as peaceful nonchalance

which is the real heroic action.

Dedicated and clearly committed to our awakening we are naturally entrained to a sense of

compassion for all Gaia’s creatures. The truth of our commitment and clarity is shown to us

through the sacred space which is opened to us, a space which allows us to move our well

meaning intentions into being in such away that many others are affected. We have a natural

ability to read between the lines of typical rationalizations thus getting the bigger picture of

what is occurring around us. We know what is going on because we can feel it. As we open

the space with our compassion we are also allowed to be inventive, we are able to be

inventive on a feeling level. We can show a form of kindness which is constructive and

inventive, such as actively expressing acknowledgment and appreciation to others in a way

which motivates them and ourselves.

.
Humanities natural propensity to selflessness shines through and gives us motivation and

willingness to consider how our lives are naturally interdependent. When our actions are
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influenced by our sense of being considerate to others our plans are naturally tuned and

adjusted to be in the flow of an evolving harmony and balance, the nuance of a grand sense of

compassion for our life and experience in a shared world is supported. Our personal sense of

dignity keeps us on track, we are able to avoid dispersing our energy and intention when we

experience the emotional essence of larger social orders. We can move a lot of energy toward

our intentions when we keep our dignity in tact while being considerate of others in our team

or community. Opportunities and set-ups are organized for us on grander orders than what

our ego can comprehend, and yet our ego can be aware of it’s place within these grander

schemes.

We want to check in with what motivates our impulses to take action. Many paradigms are

being busted, their concept and rational are being superceded by a widening vaster

perspective of how we understand ourselves. When impulses occur and we get charged up it

behooves us to be in the moment, to consider what feeling is motivating the impulse. Even

though we may have come to an evolved clarity, residues from the past can still be there in

our psyche ready for yet another go round of denial. In such cases where we are charged and

impulsed to take an aggressive action we can be clear with ourselves that we are going to be

pro active as opposed to reactive. Our ability to be pro active is the sign of drawing upon and

actively moving into pathways which are supported by a team of evolving energies.

Sometimes we need a little boost to get us going, a kick start. Once we reach the light of our

journey that boost will make sense to us, in the meantime an impulse may be necessary to get

us to move. Who has time for boredom and complacency in these times of energy

acceleration? If you are feeling energized, if you are feeling like you want to take some

action, then you might want to consider some new approaches to taking action. For example

we can sense a style or approach which feels right for interaction with whoever we are

interacting with. Our ability to adapt to more styles may well have expanded recently, we

may have acquired a propensity to harmony and cooperation which is ripe for manifestation

within our team or group. Our ability to get a read on a group situation involving several

others is indicative of our flexibility to work with each individual in a unique way.

Our state of common sense can be seen by others as the quality of our confidence. We exude

confidence when our common sense is simplistically obvious to others we work and

communicate with. Indecisiveness and confusion on the other hand can be interpreted as a

lack of security, a loss of foundation. As we acquire and get comfortable with our ability we

get a wider read on any situation we are able to quite simply trust our intuition, we know

Day 24 July 7 2007 Saturday
Our ability to be pro active is the sign of drawing upon and actively moving into

pathways which are supported by a team of evolving energies.

Day 25 July 8 2007 Sunday
Who has time for boredom and complacency in these times of energy acceleration?

Day 26 July 9 2007 Monday
We exude confidence when our common sense is simplistically obvious to others we

work and communicate with.
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when to hold and when to move. Our common sense expands along with our personal self

awareness, we exude confidence and energy.

During this Moon cycle our thinking can become more susceptible to our feeling, our

feelings are able to get our mental attention more easily. Our mind can benefit greatly from

this as we are able to feel between the lines of typical rationalizations simple by following

our feeling reactions. Our feelings can pull us mentally into an awareness of expansion

which is always available to us emotionally if and when we are able to slow or halt typical

rationalizing. Our foundation when considered in a practical and solid way brings us to

feelings of security, we have a sense of what is valuable to us in regards to security. Being

without a sense of Spirit, being distracted from the spiritual essence of life, we can feel lost

and directionless when it comes to securing values which satisfies our sense of foundation

and security. As a natural phase of evolving and awakening we can at time become

disoriented. In such cases we want to fine tune and look between the lines, we do this by

trusting and following our feelings. Some self concepts are indeed on the chopping block and

as they begin to fall away other portions of self, that which relates to security issues, can be

affected. By registering the thought that a vaster more unlimited sense of being is being

implanted an inner strength can be felt which allows us to keep an even balanced sense of

self. Once we are able to feel authenticity right with ourselves we can see further into beliefs

and notions as to how our self image fits into our sense of security. This is a good time to

remain flexible and fluid allowing a collage of self images to present themselves over these

next few days.

We may be reflecting on our own thoughts, our own choice of words which we have used to

communicate since June 14th. We are indeed emotional creatures, it’s as if the words and

ideas are the wrapper or packaging shell which when unwrapped or opened up we find a

contents which is received when recognized for it’s holographic proportions. This new

Moon in Gemini has a magical way of leading us to the vastness of our own compassion. We

can see our thoughts as set-ups in their own right, like vectors they point us in the direction of

an authenticity which is timeless within an expanded moment. How does it all play together?

An example of this magical essence of ours at work is how we can conceive of groups and

team efforts in a unified manner, holographically we get the whole picture. Our team and

group efforts benefit from a holographic perspective as we are able to receive and share

resources from a best allocation perspective.

Day 27 July 10 2007 Tuesday
Once we are able to feel authenticity right with ourselves we can see further into beliefs

and notions as to how our self image fits into our sense of security.

Day 28 July 11 2007 Wednesday
How does it all play together? An example of this magical essence of ours at work is how

we can conceive of groups and team efforts in a unified manner, holographically we get

the whole picture.
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Intentions

01 Entrained to the sensual harmonic of Gaia I am intending a merging with my celestial

higher self. I allow my self to be a bridge between Heaven and Earth.

02 My steadfast attitude is qualified by my choice to own any denial I may have.

03 As the personal energy manager for my self I use kindness and acknowledgment when

another gifts me consideration.

04 When I am triggered by confused energy which appears to exist in the external solid world

I am immediate in my choice to be pro active as opposed to reactive.

05 I am centered in my self knowing, even when my emotional body is actively exploring the

nooks and crannies of my many varied beliefs.

06 I am paying attention to the effect my attitude has on my automatic thought process.

07 I am able to tune into the feeling nuance of my team or group. I am supporting the

symbiosis of my team by feeling it’s magical harmony.

08 I am stepping through the mirror of the reflected self, I am birthing a uniqueness which is

my most authentic self.

09 I am moving my attention from thought to the emotional essence from which the thought

springs.

10 I am willing to accept that I do not know what I do not know, I am willing to experience an

undefined self.

11 I am feeling the integrity of my sacred space, I can feel events before they occur in the

solid world.

12 I am able to be excited and ambitious in the face of challenge, I know there is an

opportunity in there somewhere.

13 I acknowledge Gaia on a daily basis, I am commitment to honoring her on a regular basis,

I share my commitment with her, we are family.

14 What I have in the past feared I now am able to feel and look at. I am understanding more

about my own security and about sharing resources.

15 I am prepared to have a good laugh at myself when my intentions manifest and reveal to

me an aspect of my anticipated intention which I was not completely considering..
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16 I am able to prioritize and be decisive.

17 I am able to be discerning as to which beliefs imply my holographic truth and which

imply panic over security in an assumed solid world.

18 I feel the unified oneness of the group or team I am working with.

19 I am pro active and decisive.

20 I am embracing my value to others as I evolve my value to Spirit, Gaia and myself.

21 I am pro active as demonstrated in my ability to actively listen.

22 I am allowing my inventiveness to evolve compassionate proportions.

23 I am acknowledging humanities natural propensity to selflessness on a local and global

level. We are one big symbiotic family.

24 When I am impulsed to take an action I remain in the expanded moment by feeling the

grandness the impulse implies.

25 As I embrace, support and feel the integrity of group harmony I get a unique

individualized read on how I am to interact with each individual while maintaining a sense of

intention which unifies the group agenda.

26 My confidence is a reflection of the quality of my common sense.

27 As I remember to trust my feeling I able to read between the lines of the beliefs and

paradigms which define the shared world of my group or community.

28 I am able to know my own authentic self within a team concept.

William Oulton June 13 2007
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